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Abstract – The current era of computer science and medical science functioning together to solve
complex challenges such as diseases and medical instruments which are highly effective to use for the
solution of algorithms and mathematical problems, while some challenges still need to improve in their
techniques and algorithms, for instance, facial recognition, voice recognition, and processing of a
language are current issues. This paper is twofold, first provides the classification of Artificial Neural
Networks (ANNs) and second present the techniques of medical science which comprehensively enables
the ANNs techniques to the prediction of medical diseases. ANNs techniques are extensively used in
medical science. Computing based models are really effective to fine vector born disease and artificial
neural network provided good efficiency in diagnosis. Also neural network is useful to check cancer,
cardio vascular and diabetic patient. It is perceived through previous literature that by employing ANNs
techniques in medical science can improve to diagnose in an intelligent way such as to develop the
drugs prescription, recordkeeping of patients by maintaining the patient’s history so it can be easy to
analyze the prediction of diseases. Copyright © 2016 Penerbit Akademia Baru - All rights reserved.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
An ANNs [1] are significantly enabled in plenty applications of sciences and technologies in
different areas for instance in the area of computing, chemistry, physics, and biology. Such as
ANNs has been used in chemical kinetics [2], recognition of the performance of industrial
devices [3], developing kinetics of drug issue [4], the taxonomy of agriculture’s goods, for
instance, onions variety [5], as well as species resoluteness [6-8].
It is verified in the previous study that, huge varied data, for instance, taxonomy of biological’s
object, chemicals kinetic data, as well as the clinical parameter easily handle in fundamentally
the similar approaches. Enhanced computing approaches, involving ANNs, use varied varieties
of input/output data which are handled in the context of prior training study on a described
samples database to manufacture a clinically significant output, for instance, the probability of
a specific pathology or taxonomy of biomedical’s object. ANNs are given the witnesses
beneficial in the investigation of blood and urine samples of a diabetic patient. [9, 10],
identification of tuberculosis [11, 12], leukemia taxonomy [13], investigation of complex
effusion samples [14], and image examination of radiographs or even living tissue [15, 16]. It
is scrutinization that the many publications have been done in the field of medical science with
ANNs, Figure 1; shown the numbers of publications are published by each year, the papers are
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browsed on well-known publishers like IEEE, ACM, Springer, Wiley and Elsevier and
keywords for browsing used “Artificial Neural Network medical applications”, “Artificial
Neural Network prediction of diseases (cancer, malaria, heart, memory, skin)”, “Artificial
Neural Network survey in medical science”.
ANNs in Medical Science
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Figure 1: Publication in Artificial Neural Network in Medical Science
The objective of this paper is to provide the overview to use of ANNs in analytical methods
over certain approaches, this paper is systemized into sections such as section two present the
classification of ANNs, applications of artificial neural network in medical science are
discussed in third section and finally gives overall conclusion of use of ANNs in medical
science.
1.1 Classification of Artificial Neural Network
ANNs, normally known as a neural network, which is fundamentally a mathematical model
inspired by biological nervous. Plain and multifaceted relations straightforwardly enables the
modeling by neural networks. As well as enabled to figure out pattern and clustering in data,
Fig. 2 shown the fundamental working principle of artificial neurons is shows the fundamental
building block of each ANNs are an artificial neuron, that includes three functions namely;
multiplication, summation, and activation.
The classification of ANNs based on network structures, types of learning, supervised learning,
unsupervised learning is classified in figure 3. Which shown the principle techniques of overall
ANN. The brief explanation of these techniques can be found in [11-16] that has been used in
medical science, as well in [1] Bio-medical application are discussed.
Based on Fig. 1, it can notify the strength of ANNs, has the capability to train the data that by
what method to perform the tasks through the data presented for training or primary task. Once
getting the information in learning time the ANN produce its own pattern. Various neural
networks estimations taken out parallel. Particular hardware’s devices presence proposed to
take use of this capability of neural networks.
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Figure 2: Fundamental working principle of an artificial neurons

Figure 3: Classification of ANNs which includes Network structure, and learning type
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Limited loss of a neural network structures models to the degrading of performance. Although,
a few network abilities can be recalled even after main network loss. Furthermore, look forward
on its limitation, such as Neural networks size and complication of the neural network
considered high, and Training process time also considered larger than normal.
2.0 APPLICATIONS OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK IN MEDICAL
SCIENCE
Many researchers presented the overview and proposed solutions based on the classification of
Plasmodium which is shown in figure 4 [17], that used a neural network such as Jayavanth and
Singh has also used ANN to analyze the severity of malaria by using different processes, for
example, aggregation and deformability parameters of erythrocytes. Dangerous malaria at a
high level also can be classified by using this method up to 100% accuracy. While result shows
60% accuracy for non-severe and 80% for mid-severe malaria [18].

Figure 4: Plasmodium Falciparum
In many of applications for medical diagnosis, it has been observed that neural network has
used for its ability by which it can learn the human expertise very well, as well effective use of
knowledge for the isolation. Classification for the heart disease also done by neural network
application in which sensor inputs given to system for stroke classification by using MPL feed
forward network along with back propagation rule is shown in figure 5 [19]. Simulation system
has given the effect result for whole input data given which is given for testing to the network
[20].
Neural network effectively used for some of the severe disease like cancer, diabetics. These
diseases have a very complex relationship to each other. By Epidemiological research, it has
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been proved that if a patient is suffered from diabetes than several types of cancer are may
found in the patient. ANFIS used for enhancement of classification accuracy also for better
efficiency for diabetes patients, where is diabetic patient’s data has been given as an input to
neuro-fuzzy network for the classification which is shown in figure 6 [21].

Figure 5: Classification of heart disease using MPL
There is another effective technique to diagnose disease based on artificial intelligence. They
have used a hybrid algorithm which is GSO and ABC to enhance the training procedure of
neutral network to effectively diagnose heart disease and to identify a perfect member to train
in the neural network. [22].
Artificial Neural Network is used highly in medical science due to successes of its decision
making for all problems as well it proved it effective capacities in the field of medical science.
It is also very useful for solving the problem of any disease which having many of confusing
symptoms [23].
In this research, a decision support system (DSS) is proposed to diagnose nodules into benign
and malignant by analyzing data via ANNs. In this work, a dataset of 63 samples are utilized
to train and test the neural network based algorithm. As a result, %95 accuracy is reached. As
well, the proposed method which is based on ANNs is compared against some well-known
classification algorithms [24].
The health state for patients can be automatically evaluated by using four different methods of
ANN including, Bayesian networks, decision trees and simple classification models which are
also helpful for decisions in medical treatment. By using these methods uncertain conditions
can be evaluated cardiac arrest [25], which is shown in figure 7 [26].
Malaria affects millions of people approximately more than 100 all around the world out of
2,414 died in a day in every year. Although Indonesia is notable on one-third position in the
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quantity of intestinal sickness occurrence in South East Asia, with 229,819 confirmed cases
while in 2010 approximately by 432 effected and resultant passed away.

Figure 6: Diagnosis of Cancer and Diabetics using MPL
GMDH Polynomial Neural Network was connected in an awesome assortment of territories
for information mining and learning disclosure, determining, frameworks demonstrating,
improvement, and example acknowledgment. Results analysis shows that Learning time can
be decreased by changing GMDH PNN up to 72% while 88.02% enhance precision with first
GMDH PNN [27]. In figure 8 [28] is shown the Neural Network with Multi layer perceptron
which technique has been applied.
Malaria is affected by environmental and weather factors [29], like rainfall and temperature,
these factors actually increased the ratio of Anopheles mosquito which the main cause of
malaria, because of these factors it found abundant in those where more rainfall occur due
which malaria risk increased. To solve the particular issue it was necessary to predict the
weather factors, through which at initial stage malaria risk can be predicted. This problem is
solving by Evolving Neural Network (ENN) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) [30].
Neural Network is also working effectively for prediction system of malaria which actually
based on different factors of weather. In 2008, network gave the best result with 21.3%MAPE
with an accuracy of 75% as well 84.21%F-value. While in 2009 prediction of malaria had given
the result of 15.29%MAPE, accuracy of 75% while 40% F-value. It was observed by findings
that there is a correspondence between malaria incidence and weather. ANN performance also
improved by ENN up to 14.84% in MAPE with an accuracy of 25% while 40% in F-value [31].
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Figure 7: Recognition of cardiac arrest disease

Figure 8: Neural Network with Multi layer perceptron
Application of MPL network is used to classify malarial parasite into three different species
which are Plasmodium falciparum, Plasmodium vivax, and plasmodium malaria by observing
six features of these including RBC size, parasite’s shape, and the number of chromatin, the
number of parasite per RBC, RBC’s texture and chromatin location of the parasite. MPL
network is used with three different algorithms named back propagation, LevenbergMarquardt, and Bayesian Rule algorithms although back propagation has given 89.80%
accuracy than rest of other two[32].
3.0 CONCLUSION
An ANNs are broadly increasing and enabled in the field of medical science, as well as medical
products and its applications are involved from past history. While enhancement of modern
software based on the growth of new technologies the applications qualify comparatively
friendly using with ANNs, their design, optimization and friendly use in real-life states which
is essential to comprehend techniques that stay after them. On the other hand, mathematical
law joined through programming’s languages which let this era to achieve and implement the
predictions of diseases in medical science as approximately by two decades ago was considered
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as a difficult to implement since many researchers are working on these hot issues to design
new methods to improve and implement in the field of medical science by proposed and present
excremental results and proposed new methods. The prediction of reaction to an exact
treatment in specific patient’s enables the supervision of ANNs has been reported and certified
briefly in the literature. Negligible practice exists in predicting main annoying effects of new
drugs after the commercialization. It is perceived through literature that there is need a close
collaboration among regulatory agencies Scientific’s group and bio mathematician’s
specialist’s in the enabling of the current era artificial adaptive system have to be strongly
suggested.
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